Direct / Persistent Linking to the University Library Catalogue

The purpose of this handout is to illustrate how to create permanent links to the University Library Catalogue. You can link to print books, electronic books (ebooks), government publications, journal titles, etc.

Once you have found an item in the catalogue, click on its title to see the full record.

Note the long URL.
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Scroll down the page.

remained in print for over half a millennium. Yet in his lifetime The Prince brought Machiavelli only trouble, and, more importantly, it led to his being characterised for posterity as a corrupt, power-hungry demon whose works encouraged tyrants to kill and control.” “Michael White tells the story of Machiavelli’s life and reveals how, for five hundred years, his ideas have been misunderstood, his name misappropriated.” -- BOOK JACKET

Bibliog. Includes bibliographical references (p. [285]-298) and index.
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Click on **Permanent link to This Record**. Once you do this, the URL will change; it is now much shorter. You can now copy and paste this new permanent URL into your web documents.

You DO NOT need to alter the URL any further (as stated in **Step #2** of this guide). This is because the University Library Catalogue is a freely available website and does not require off-campus authentication.

If you are accessing resources from the catalogue which require authentication, such as ebooks, you will be prompted to login.